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DECARCERATE

decarcerate western mass is a coalition dedicated to decarceration
of prisons & jails in the short term, and creating a future beyond
prisons & jails in the long term.

Aime Matos welcomes home
Johnny Sustache Jr.
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Jr. was released on bail from Hampden County Jail
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after being held for 130 days, 103 of which were spent
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without seeing his family except two video calls. The
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news that Johnny would be granted release on bail

On June 29th , Aime Matos' partner Johnny Sustache
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by the recent SJC ruling , “Commonwealth v. Lougee”,
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"When the Prisoners Ran
Walpole" by Jamie
Bissonette

Johnny’s chance of being released was greatly reduced
a ruling that's made it so many of the people Johnny
was incarcerated with were told that the time they’d
spent in jail since March 24th does not count as time,
“The guys are coming back with bad news.” Johnny
told Aime on the phone, “It doesn’t look good.”
Fortunately, Aime and her lawyer were able to get
Johnny's bail reconsidered and he was released.
Unfortunately, many of his friends on the inside are
now looking at longer sentences unless they too can
find loop holes within "Commonwealth v. Lougee".

"GPS monitoring device"
Johnny is required to wear by the
Hampden County Sheriff's Dept.

June 12, 2020

A LETTER FROM JOHNNY SUSTACHE JR.

If America really is the land of the free, then why are so many of its citizens, predominantly Black and Latino, incarcerated in this country at such an alarming
rate? Is our society really that bad that we have a bigger propensity to do crime?
Is our culture really that bad that we have to lead the world in incarceration?
According to reports done by Amnesty International, Lady Liberty has a heavy
handed approach when it comes to the issue of crime and punishment. It’s not a
secret that we lock up more people in this country than anywhere else in the
world. While other countries, with repressive regimes and less human rights, are
abolishing capital punishment, death-row units are overflowing in prisons
throughout the land. Why is our judicial system so blood thirsty? Meanwhile, it’s
common knowledge that our government is complicit. (Rick “Freeway” Davis)
Allowing certain crimes. Even supplying the drug trade. Building criminals.
Cultivating them. Allowing crime to exist to eventually capitalize off it.
Profiteering from an industry that replaced the slave trade. It’s calculative and
perpetual. The parallels between the prison industry and slavery are remarkable.
Both are designed to generate big business and keep us in bondage. One thing is
certain, systemic oppression is real, and has been in place since the birth of the
nation.
After the Civil War, black people gained political power and education for the first
time in America, and prejudiced whites didn’t like seeing their former slaves
become powerful. Therefore, they devised a sinister plan. Racist groups like the
Klu Klux Klan formed, using mob violence to destroy black homes, churches,
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and leadership. They used force and intimidation to prevent black people from
voting or holding political office. Lawmakers helped by creating the 13th
Amendment to the Constitution. We are taught in school that this amendment
ended slavery in the United States, which is partially true. However, a closer look
at the amendment shows us something different:
“Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime
whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States…”
Translation: It is illegal to enslave a person or force them to do work against their
will with little or no pay unless they have been convicted of a crime!
They ended slavery but then created it in another form. Once you enter the prison
system, you become a virtual slave of the state. This is why they replace your
name with a number, don’t allow you to wear the clothes you want, keep us in
metal cages like animals, and tell us when to eat, sleep, wake, and go outside.
Most importantly, states make money from inmates who build computers, do
construction, create furniture among other valuable commodities, etc., for wages
comparable to what sweatshops pay their workers in foreign countries. To make
matters worse, private citizens own shares of stock in some of these jails and
prisons. In other words, they want to see more prisons built and filled to capacity,
mass incarceration is simply another hustle by the government. The more prisons
they fill, the more cheap labor society has. And believe it or not, every
hardworking citizen is in on this demonic plan. In Massachusetts, the biggest
recipient of tax dollars is the Department of Corrections. Eating up most of the
state’s budget.
It is also imperative to mention the disproportioned amount of people, by race,
who make up our incarcerated population. Please notice what people make up the
majority of American prisons: poor, uneducated, black & latinos. Even though we
are minorities in the census every 10 yrs. In terms of race, disparity amongst the
time distributed in man years, and the unbalanced landscape among the inmate
population is alarming. Visibly, one of the first things you notice when you walk
into any prison in America, is the overwhelming presence of black and brown
faces, as opposed to white. At the moment, the unit I’m being housed in at the
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Hampden County Jail has forty-nine inmates. Of those forty-nine men only three are
white! The numbers are staggering. That’s just a microcosm.
When it comes to corruption, devil’s advocates exist in all colors, come from all
economic backgrounds, and have various religious beliefs. The true battle is not just a
racial issue, but a spiritual one as well. It’s not just about black or white, as much as it is
about right or wrong. If people really want to address the issue of prison reform in this
country, we have to educate ourselves with how the system works today and how we
got here.
As tax-paying citizens we have to truly come together and confront our political
leaders. Demand a change in the status quo. Demand to be heard. Be brave and fight for
what you believe in, for it is a just cause. There will be pressure, but remember that you
have to be a voice for those who won’t ever get heard. Only then, under a unified front,
will we champion the cause of prison reform.
I want to thank my friends over at Decarcerate Western Mass for the time and
opportunity to express myself on what has become a passion of mine as of latesystemic oppression! It’s nice to know there’s still real Americans out there with likeminded views. You guys have supported me and my beautiful, eloquent, passionate
woman, Aime Matos, and given us a platform to manifest our ideas and for that I am
grateful.
Respectfully Submitted,
Johnny Sustache Jr.

WORKING GROUPS
Parole
Supporting current parole cases
Newly ready to take on people who don’t have a lawyer!
Flyering and general outreach
Partnering with the Pioneer Valley Workers Center for an
immigration parole training in late July.

Fundraising

Working in solidarity with MA Against
Solitary Confinement (MASC) to make
outreach materials about their work
and turn people out to an upcoming
fundraising webinar.
Applying for grants for Decarcerate
WMA and MASC.
Brainstorming possible actions for
Solitary Awareness Day on July 23rd:
social media campaigns, phone zapping,
zoom teach-ins, educational campaigns
on solitary, the prison industrial
complex, and abolition.

Phone Zap
Planning an ongoing phone zapping of
the Commissioner's Office, Governor's
Office & Executive Office of Public
Safety
Demands:
Time outdoors w/masks
Free phone calls/video calls
More Covid-19 testing
Mental health support
Safe programming
Accountability process to hold
guards accountable.
Elder care in prisons

ACTION
STEP:
Print and post
flyers locally!

Communications
Social media campaigns to push for key
state legislation
Potentially creating a website as a
central hub for Decarcerate WMA
Creating materials and writing op eds
about Commonwealth v. Lougee, a
decision that can keep people
incarcerated longer through Covid-19.
Planning a possible teach in and
educational campaign on the
intersection of disability justice and
abolition
Working with Aime to support a
Springfield information seminar

ACTION
STEP:

Call legislators about
the bills on our
instagram!

Outreach/
Accountability
Will be re-grouping and talking to Johnny
about the letters of support received by
some of the people he was housed with at
the Hampden County Jail.

BOOK OF THE MONTH
When the Prisoners Ran Walpole :
A True Story in the Movement for Prison Abolition
By Jamie Bissonette
Following the 1971 prison yard massacre at Attica, the government
agreed to the demands of Massachusetts residents to prevent this
kind of atrocity from happening again. This eventually led to those
incarcerated at Walpole’s Massachusetts Correctional Institute
gaining control of the prison's day to day operations. "It not only
reminds us why people seek to make prisons obsolete, but also
recalls a time when we were much closer to these abolitionist goals."
(leftwingbooks.net)
Unfortunately, this When the Prisoners Ran Walpole is no longer in
print and the average cost of used copies is 100 bucks so we have to
ask around to borrow copies or wait until the libraries re-open...
In the meantime, you can watch the documentary Three Thousand
Years and Life on youtube, which includes many interviews with
individuals who organized on the inside of Walpole in 1973,
“Since they (the guards) left, there’s been no stabbings, no nothing.
Security comes on the basis of respect...once we let the public know
the prison can be run by us... free up our standards of living, making
it easier to rehabilitate, they would loose their jobs." (Three
Thousand Years and Life)

LESSONS FROM WALPOLE :
Those who are incarcerated
know best what they need.
While prisons & jails still
exist, volunteer outside
observers need to be present
in these institutions as an
accountability practice.

